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P R O J E CT D E TA I L S

A Web Development
B Dec. 2017 - Ongoing
C $200,000 to $999,999
D

"They’re well-structured and have good
tracking systems available to keep the
project organized and remain
transparent."

P R O J E CT S U M M A RY

Hatimeria developed a progressive web
application using PHP technologies
including Symfony and Doctrine. They
continue to provide support for the
platform.

P R O J E CT F E E D B A C K

The team at Hatimeria has been
organized and timely in their
delivery. They’ve implemented
changes and updates based on
beta testing to improve the
platform. Their structure and
workflows are impressive.

Hatimeria

The Client
Introduce your business and what you do there.
I’m the co-founder of a startup. We have a marketplace website
where users can interact directly with each other.

Norris
E Gregory
Co-Founder, Djob.ch

G IT Services

The Challenge

H 1-10 Employees

What challenges were you trying to address with
Hatimeria?

F Begnins, Switzerland

We hired them to design and implement our website platform.

C L I E NT R AT I N G

5.0
Overall Score

Quality:

5.0

Schedule:

5.0

Cost:

5.0

Would Refer:

5.0

Hatimeria
The Approach
What was the scope of their involvement?
We worked on some of the UX design ourselves and gave them a
sense of what we wanted. Their team did coding for the front- and
backend. It’s a progressive website app. We used three services
that are directly connected to each other. They used PHP for the
backend, and the skeleton of the application is based on Symfony
3.4 and uses Doctrine PHP libraries.

What is the team composition?
We worked with a couple of program managers, and we also
interacted with several people working on the front- and backend.

How did you come to work with Hatimeria?
I found them through Upwork a few years ago. I spoke to their
Swiss representative. We had started working with another
company, but it wasn’t working out which is why I reached out to
Hatimeria.

How much have you invested in them?
We’ve invested about €220,000 (approximately $259,279 USD).

What is the status of this engagement?
We started working together in December 2017, and the work is
ongoing.

Hatimeria
The Outcome
What evidence can you share that demonstrates the
impact of the engagement?
I don’t have any quantitative metrics to share. However, we did beta
testing in a local market in Switzerland. We redesigned a lot of the
website based on the feedback we received from that experience.

How did Hatimeria perform from a project
management standpoint?
They’re well-structured and have good tracking systems available
to keep the project organized and remain transparent. Overall,
deadlines were met.

What did you find most impressive about them?
They’re structure and workflows are impressive. It keeps things
from getting lost during the project.

Are there any areas they could improve?
Occasionally, we ran into the same issue more than once and had
to have them fix it again. However, at the same time, there are a lot
of moving parts.

bartosz.zakreta@hatimeria.pl
+48798382748
www.hatimeria.com

